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A great tool for the international student recruiter,
this online publication serves as a training guide to
ethical practices in recruiting international students.
PDF ﬁle delivered via e-mail to nonmembers. Log on
to www.nafsa.org/epubs and download this valuable
recruitment tool now!
[Item 103E] [No Shipping+ Handling!]

MEMBERS FREE,
NONMEMBERS $10

Download your copy now at www.nafsa.org/epubs
0910EPUBS/BS
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Countries Engaged in the Bologna Process
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Albania
Andorra
Armenia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

France
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Holy See
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Macedonia
Malta
Moldova
Montenegro
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russian Federation

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Serbia and Montenegro
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom

Total: 46
■ = Bologna Process Country

21
42

14

33

13
37
24
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26
22

32

46
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4
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40
23
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36

9
7
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3<G3/@A/5= when I started my career in international admissions and recruitment,

the idea that Europe would unify its systems of higher education seemed nothing more
than a dream. There were whispers and rumors about a process named Bologna, and
few of my colleagues believed Bologna would eventually come to fruition. But over
time, this phantom has stepped from the shadows and taken on ﬂesh and bone. Now
the restructuring of European higher education is all too real—the breadth and depth of
the changes are ﬁlled both with opportunities and challenges for professionals in North
America, and the ethereal phantom has taken on the weight of a leviathan.

7b¸a<]b8cab/P]cb
2SU`SS1`SRS\bWOZa
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The last 12 months have taken the discussions surrounding Bologna to a much-needed higher level.
Until 2006 discussions of Bologna at North American
institutions of higher education were at a pragmatic or
logistic level—that of the credentials analyst or assistant director of admissions—the professionals closest
to the ground. Emotions of nervousness, panic, and
disbelief mingled as these professionals tried to react
to the sparse information provided about Bologna. At
the time, the major (and possibly only) question being asked was “Are these ‘Bologna three-year degrees’
equivalent to U.S. and Canadian bachelor’s degrees?”
This is an important question, but one that betrays
ﬂaws in our approach to international education: it
is overly simplistic in its understanding of both the
higher educational systems of North America and
Europe and ignores the deeper impacts of Bologna
on the very concept of higher education around the
world. In fact, pertaining to the latter, the Bologna
Process may force the entire world to redeﬁne higher
education in the twenty-ﬁrst century.
That’s a broad belief, but one that I don’t think
is too far from true. In many ways, the evolution of
higher education in Europe is similar to what was seen
in the United States after World War II. The forces

of massiﬁcation and democratization—of expanding
higher education to the masses and developing funding mechanisms to provide access (through tuition
and loans)—are taking place in Europe as we speak.
The “up-lift” of non-university institution types to
university status is similar to what was seen in the
United States during the twentieth century as normal schools and colleges became universities and
vocational/professional schools became community
colleges. This increase in capacity was truly a strength
to developing a robust and diverse higher educational
system in the United States. It was a great time for
higher education, and very organic in its nature.
Institutions saw the opportunity to improve their
reputation and position themselves to better serve
the growing demand for U.S. higher education. The
same is possibly happening in Europe.
However, with Bologna, the impact reaches across
continental boundaries. In a world “that is ﬂat” according to Thomas Friedman, changes of the magnitude
of Bologna can’t help but be global in nature. With 46
signatory countries, Bologna impacts nearly a quarter
of the world’s nations directly and the majority of the
higher educational systems in developed countries.
In addition, part of the initiatives of Bologna is to improve mobility across country borders. It is then, by
every deﬁnition, designed to be global in nature.

! 
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It’s during the past 12 months that we have seen these
global issues discussed and tackled by professionals
on three continents. Two major symposia have been
held involving three major professional organizations
that represent educational professionals—NAFSA:
Association of International Educators, the European
Association of International Education (EAIE), and
the American Association of Collegiate Registrars and
Admissions Oﬃcers (AACRAO). At these symposia,
professionals from across Canada, Europe, Australia,
and the United States have come together to grapple
with some of the realities and promises of Bologna.
Most importantly, they have started to discuss questions
broader than credential compatibility. They have begun
much larger discussions about the purpose of higher
education within their own countries as well as from
other countries. They are beginning to see that this is an
opportunity for collaboration and discussion, and possibly even the reinvention of higher education to meet
the needs and demands of our students and nations.

It is timely then, that NAFSA’s International Educator
magazine has decided to put together this supplement
on the Bologna Process. It is meant, not for the professionals in the trench, but instead as a “primer” for
those professionals to use to educate others on their
campus—particularly higher level administrators and
faculty. It is meant to be used as a spring-board for larger
campus (and possibly inter-campus) dialogue to better
understand the state of Bologna. By no means is it intended to be comprehensive—arguably, no publication
on Bologna could be comprehensive due to the fact that
Bologna is constantly evolving. Some might say that is
a problem, but I would lobby that the Bologna Process’
dynamic nature is one of its strengths. Change in education is vital in a world full of change.

1V`Wa84]ZSg
Director of Admissions
Indiana University-Purdue University
Indianapolis
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higher education, triggering far-reaching transformation in the diﬀerent
countries, which in some cases even go beyond the reach of the Bologna
Process itself as national governments seek to redress imbalances in their
respective systems,” says Fiona Hunter, international director, Universitá Carlo
Cattaneo, and president of the European Association for International Education
(EAIE). “Individual institutions,” according to Hunter, “must be prepared to take full
ownership of the change agenda, crafting meaningful responses to the challenges
they face in their speciﬁc environments. They need to embrace the Bologna Process
as an opportunity to develop the right kind of institutional capacity to interpret and
realize the reforms, exploiting creativity and available synergies as well as managing
conﬂicting goals and values to ensure the success of the single institution and to
make the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) a reality in the years ahead.”
0]Z]U\OB]ROg
According to our European colleagues, Bologna is now
in a “homework mode,” with higher education institutions and related groups rethinking and ﬁne-tuning
elements of the many objectives and initiatives that
were introduced during the past several years. To date,
most progress has occurred in the areas of undergraduate access to the next educational cycle and in external
quality assurance systems. “The number of students
enrolled in courses in the ﬁrst two cycles has increased
signiﬁcantly and there has been a reduction in structural barriers between cycles,” so noted the ministers of
education for the Bologna countries in their “London
Communiqué” published in May 2007.
Additionally, there are several policy areas where
attention is currently directed, including improving
information on the EHEA, enhancing worldwide
attractiveness and competitiveness of European
higher education, strengthening cooperation based
on partnership, intensifying policy dialogue, and furthering the recognition of qualiﬁcations. The current
discussion topics among Bologna member countries
include how to emphasize the life-long learning element, and whether the EHEA should remain as a
relatively loose intergovernmental structure, or be
put on a more formal basis.

7<B3@</B7=</:32C1/B=@jB O L O G N A P R O C E S S S U P P L E M E N T

Bologna is a bottom-up process and is not controlled by the European Union or any other central
body. Instead it is an organic, complex process with
moving targets. Not surprisingly, there are discrepancies, gaps, and contradictions in implementation at
the national level, and the methods of implementation and the progress of the Bologna reforms vary
greatly among and within the 46 member countries.
Still, when considered as a whole, the progress
made on implementing a three-cycle degree structure—bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral—has been
commendable. “The Bologna Process is a fascinating
reform of higher education and cannot be stereotyped in simple terms,” says Hans de Wit, dean of
Windesheim Honours College in The Netherlands.
“The process is both top-down (governments initiated) and bottom-up (active involvement of other
stakeholders, institutions, and students); harmonizing (in cycles, credits, Diploma Supplements) and
diversifying (diﬀerent types of bachelor’s, master’s,
and doctoral programs); and European (46 countries
involved), national and institutional (driven also by
national and institutional agendas and cultures).
European higher education is becoming more transparent and clearer in its similarities and diﬀerences
as a result of the process.”
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The main objectives of the Bologna
declaration are to increase mobility and employability in Europe by creating an EHEA to
enhance competitiveness of European higher
education in the world. To expand the educational system’s capacity, the structure itself
needs to become more eﬃcient. Students
need to graduate on time, and the tools need
to be there to manage more students with
fewer resources. This need for eﬃciency has,
in part, led to the prevalence of the threeyear undergraduate degree structure being
implemented by several Bologna countries.
The other side of the coin is that if undergraduate programs are made more eﬃcient,
will that threaten student mobility by limiting the opportunities for students to study in
other countries? Possibly, but not if the right
forms of mobility are utilized, speciﬁcally:

credit transfer, curricula with study periods
abroad, and highly integrated courses with
joint/dual degrees. However, tracking and
comparing student mobility in the EHEA
is diﬃcult; unlike the United States, Europe
does not have comprehensive data on student
ﬂows within Europe that is comparable.
Another Bologna goal is to positively
inﬂuence the social dimension of education in the EHEA by creating participative
equity. The social dimension is key to the
Bologna Process because Europeans have
realized that reforming the system is necessary to allow more young adults to pursue
higher education and to potentially correct
the poor (class) subsidizing education (via
taxes) for the rich (whose children are the
only ones able to spend 5–8 years in the
higher education system before working).
As Europe continues to work toward unity,
Bologna will assist in bridging the racial,

social, economic, and gender gaps in access
to higher education. However, there is no
deadline for the social reform and, like measuring student mobility in the EHEA, there
is a lack of data for comparing the social and
economic situations of students. To that
end, the ministers of education have recommended that the European Commission
“develop comparable and reliable indicators
and data to measure progress towards the
overall objective for the social dimension
and student and staﬀ mobility in all Bologna
counties” (London Communiqué).

B]]Za]TB`O\a^O`S\Qg
The two Bologna goals of mobility and employability cannot be achieved without a
transparent system that allows the 46 participating countries to understand each others’
educational systems and speciﬁc courses of
study. Though formalized by the Bologna

| The Bologna Process
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Process, the need for transparency was set
in motion prior to Bologna with the general
uniﬁcation and economic reform eﬀorts in
Europe during the past few decades.
With these points in mind, the purpose
of Bologna is not about conformity, but
rather about clarifying the complexities of
the various higher education systems. To
accomplish these ambitious goals, several
“tools of transparency” are gradually being
implemented: the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS), the
Diploma Supplement, and the recently introduced Qualiﬁcation Frameworks. These
tools are making European students more
like their U.S. counterparts—highly mobile because they have comparable degrees
and a credit transfer system. As Europeans
develop these tools, North American educators will need to learn this new language of
higher education in the EHEA.

BVS3c`]^SO\1`SRWbB`O\aTS`AgabS[
31BA´The ECTS actually predates Bologna
and began in 1989 as part of the Erasmus mundus program*—as a pilot scheme to facilitate
academic recognition among partner institutions for the program’s exchange students. In its
basic form, ECTS has since evolved into a critical component in the Bologna Process. ECTS
is a mathematical formula for calculating the
value of credits earned, somewhat analogous
to the Carnegie units or semester hour systems
in the United States. In the past, the “weight” of
a course in European higher education institutions did not commonly report a “course value
or weight” on academic records, and it was
diﬃcult for external institutions to determine
the value of a course in relation to others. This
discouraged transferability of courses and thus
Editor’s Note: The Erasmus program is a European
Union cooperation and mobility initiative to promote European higher education.

student mobility. By providing a simple, university “currency” for educational coursework,
the ECTS is a fundamental tool in achieving
mobility among higher education institutions
in the EHEA. (ECTS also includes a common
grading scale that can be used universally
among institutions though that component of
ECTS has not yet been embraced by European
higher education institutions. European institutions, rather, prefer to use the ECTS grading
system only as a tool to enhance readability and
transparency of the local grading system.)
2W^Z][O Ac^^ZS[S\b´The Diploma
Supplement, in theory, is probably one of
the most useful tools of transparency for
Bologna countries, North American higher
education institutions, and employers. The
Diploma Supplement model was developed
by the European Commission, Council of
Europe, and UNESCO/CEPES (CEPES is

| The Bologna Process
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?cOZWTWQObW]\ 4`O[Se]`Ya´Qualification frameworks will, by design, provide a
common language to describe qualiﬁcations
that will help higher education institutions,
employers, and individuals compare qualiﬁcations across Europe. While still in the initial
stages in the majority of countries, they provide
a means to articulate the learning outcomes
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the acronym for UNESCO’s European Centre of Higher Education or Centre européen
pour l’enseignement supérieur) to help higher
education institutions provide the information that is essential to make a valid judgment
about an institution’s degree qualiﬁcations.
It is not meant to, nor should it, supplant a
diploma. It is designed with a minimalist approach to information, so that a user is not
overwhelmed by the Diploma Supplement
but has enough information at hand without
having to request additional data.
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by describing what a student knows, understands, and is able to do. Such frameworks are
key instruments in realizing comparability and
transparency within the EHEA and facilitating mobility. “They should also help higher
education institutions to develop modules
and education programs based on learning
outcomes and credits, and improve the recognition of qualiﬁcations as well as all forms of
prior learning” (London Communiqué).

:W[WbObW]\aO\R
3f^SQbObW]\a
Certainly there are limits to the usefulness
of the Diploma Supplement and ECTS,
including its grading scale. The Diploma
Supplement was not designed to be a tool
for U.S. admissions officers, so it is not
always useful in the U.S. admissions process.
For instance, a Diploma Supplement is not
typically issued until a student graduates—
long after an undergraduate student

would normally have applied to a graduate
program. Also, the Diploma Supplement
is not yet consistently issued in the proper
format recommended by the European
Commission, making it diﬃcult to decipher.
In extreme cases, it is incomplete and of
little value. And with ECTS, there will be
instances of uncertainty about equivalents
when higher education institutions grade on
a curve. Still, those tools are greatly beneﬁcial
in helping clarify the similarities and

| A Bologna Process Case Study
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diﬀerences between European credentials
and those of the rest of the world.
While the tools, like Bologna itself,
are still evolving, it is this further use and
implementation of the tools that is expected
to improve them. The increasing use of ECTS
and the Diploma Supplement has generated
improvements in the recognition processes
among higher education institutions,
though the education ministers note that
more progress is needed. Meanwhile, as

more institutions implement Bologna, the
best course of action for North American
higher education institutions is to work
with their European partners to understand
the current status of the development
and the use of the transparency tools.
European higher education institutions
have developed very speciﬁc skills during
the past two decades helping them to track
regional changes and to implement the new
European transparency tools.
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Bologna Isn’t Coming
to the United States—It’s Here.
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630=:=5</>@=13AAas seen in the rearview mirror of the past
17 years, is now having worldwide ramiﬁcations that will bring about a
paradigm shift in the way U.S. educational institutions evaluate, admit,
and educate students. North American higher education institutions are,
in many cases, trying to use current tools to evaluate the Bologna Process, while the
Bologna Process has put into play a system based on diﬀerent views of undergraduate
education, newly deﬁned outcome criteria, and a continuing variety of approaches to
meet the Bologna goals. It is now incumbent upon U.S. educators to develop a way to
understand and make sense of a new paradigm. To that end, understanding the goals
of Bologna, as well as how European and North American colleges and universities
perceive and relate to those goals, is critical.
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The ﬁrst area impacted by Bologna was the credentials U.S. colleges and universities are increasing their
evaluation world, where there was, and still is at many acceptance of Bologna degrees, the majority of which
higher education institutions, uncertainty about what are the three-year bachelor’s degrees that have raised
to do with the degrees. The next area to feel pressure many questions for admissions oﬃces. However, a
from Bologna was the exchange agreement area as a survey by the Council of Graduate Studies (CGS)
result of the need for credential evaluation for place- shows that between 2005 and 2006 the percentage of
ment of incoming students as well as transfer credit respondent higher education institutions that reported
issues for outbound U.S.
that three-year degrees
7\bS`\ObW]\OZ
student s . E xchange
from Bologna countries
5`ORcObS/^^ZWQObW]\a
agreements with joint or
were “not an issue” rose
dual degree components
from 41 percent to 56
7\RWO #$!'%
raised larger issues of
percent. According to

1VW\O "%$%
equity. Overall, Bologna
the Council of Graduate
0]Z]U\O1]c\b`WSa !$%"$
has many implications
Studies, “About 80 percent
A=C@13(=>3<2==@A $
for higher education in
of the 25 institutions with
the United States, with
the largest international
some institutions more prone than others to being student enrollment, and 70 percent of the largest 50,
impacted by the changes in Europe. As a group, the participated in the survey” (2006 CGS International
so-called “Bologna countries” are the third-most im- Graduate Admissions Survey Phase III: Admissions
portant origination source of international students and Enrollment). This also indicates an improvement in
to the United States after China and India The impact the general understanding and acceptance of Bologna;
is hidden, though, because the numbers are spread higher education institutions have either developed a
out among higher education institutions.
policy regarding Bologna or have learned enough about

it to be comfortable with watching it develop
and dealing with it as necessary.
A part of that is debunking the notion that
there is a universal “Bologna degree.” There
are Bologna-compliant degrees, and they are
as varied and diverse as the higher education
systems throughout Europe. There are, and
will be, instances when a U.S. higher education institution does not accept a Bologna
degree, but only because a policy has yet to
be established for handling those degrees,
just as it is true that some Bologna countries
still do not accept other Bologna countries’
degrees since not all countries are at the same
level of implementation or program quality.
It is, according to Fiona Hunter, international director, Universitario Carlo Cattaneo
LIUC, mostly due to the “newness of these
degrees and that both the labor market and
other academic institutions in Europe still
need to become more familiar with them.”
However, it is only a matter of time before
they do; compliance and full implementation
is on the horizon. What matters, according to
European higher education institutions, is that
is that acceptance of a three-year bachelor’s
degree from a Bologna country should not be
based on the number of years but rather on the
content of the degree, the level of performance
and preparation of the applicant student including secondary school coursework.

The majority of incoming international
students in Europe are from other European
countries while the majority of outgoing
European students to non-European
countries are going to the United States.
It is unknown if that pattern will change
with Bologna, but it is expected that there
will be an increasing number of European
students in U.S. master’s degree programs.
However, despite the goals of improving
the attractiveness of the European Higher
Education Area (EHEA), it is unknown if
Europe will attract a larger percentage of
U.S. students, though it is possible that more
non-Europeans will enter Europe instead of
the United States.
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But while acceptance has improved, other issues affecting U.S. higher education
institutions remain at the policy level, speciﬁcally in regards to fairness, competition,
and liability. For instance, is it fair to admit
a three-year undergraduate Bologna student
to a U.S. program when U.S. undergrads are
required to fulﬁll a four-year degree? Is it
fair to accept a three-year degree from a
Bologna program and not to accept a threeyear degree from a non-Bologna country
such as India? Will the best and brightest
international students be swept up by other
institutions that have already established
a policy for eﬃciently evaluating Bologna
program students? Who will be responsible
for such policy decisions on a campus?
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Ultimately, it will be up to each institution to create its own policies for dealing with
these and other issues as they arise. The decisions should be based on what is in the best
interest of each college or university, based
on it’s unique missions and goals. For some,
making rapid change may be in the best interest of continuing transatlantic exchanges and
dual- and joint-degree programs. For others,
such a change may come down to helping
the higher education institutions maintain
eﬀorts to internationalize the campus, or to
best position a university for “competing” for
the best and the brightest minds.
As a component of this reengineering
process, U.S. institutions will likely ﬁnd it
useful to examine more closely what are
their true criteria for admissions, and what
do their degrees really require for entry. “In
the past, all too frequently, the determinations for overseas degree comparability took
place in the International Admissions Oﬃce,
largely in isolation from the rest of the key
stakeholders,” explains NAFSA Bologna Task
Force member Robert Watkins, who is also
assistant director of admissions, graduate
and international admissions, at the University of Texas-Austin. “This was a factor more
of the lack of understanding or interest by
those other stakeholders in the comparative
educational review process.
Two factors, the rapid strides made in
Bologna Process implementation and the
precipitous drop in overseas graduate applications to U.S. higher education institutions
in light of the events of September 11, 2001,
have largely contributed to the sudden
awareness on the part of senior academic
oﬃcers on many campuses. This awareness
has resulted in much of the impetus to examine how policy is promulgated on individual
campuses.” As institutions have made such
examinations, it is often revealed that threeyear degrees have been accepted in the past.
With precedent established, institutions have
found it easier to put the three-year degree
in perspective and promulgate policies that
resolve the equity issue speciﬁcally.
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years in length (notice that it was not mandated that
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question ultimately on the minds of the concerned
educators over here essentially boils down to one:
“How are we going to handle the three-year degree
problem?” Will U.S. institutions of higher education
craft their policies to address only the new European
Bologna degrees, or will this issue lead to a more global
assessment of three-year degrees around the world?
First, we should examine the basic components
of the process and how those may eﬀect U.S. colleges
and universities. We will then focus on the aspects
most likely to present challenges to current practices,
and ﬁnally, investigate ways to address those aspects
and strategies that might be employed to address the
challenges emerging from the Bologna Process.
A brief recapitulation of the elements agreed to
by the original 29 signatory countries (now grown to
46) is in order. In 1999, in Bologna, Italy, the signatory countries of Europe agreed to four basic items
designed to enhance student mobility across the European educational landscape:
1. The introduction of a new three-cycle degree structure that would replace the traditional degrees extant
in the various countries. These would consist of a ﬁrst
university degree which would then lead to the second, higher degree. The ﬁrst had to be at least three

for the third cycle which would represent the capstone degree of the system and a high level of mastery
of the subject ﬁeld.
2. A system of credits would be adopted to demonstrate progress toward the new degrees and add
deﬁnition to the courses in terms of weight and value
of the individual courses comprising the degrees. The
pre-existing ECTS or European Credit Transfer System was the credit system adopted.
3. A uniform and consistent method of rendering
the degrees and credits was formulated and dubbed
the Diploma Supplement. In its idealized form, the
Diploma Supplement was to contain not only the degree and credit information but also a description of
the country’s educational system, in English and the
national language.
4. Finally, a system of quality assurance or accreditation was to be introduced that would be at the
institutional, national, and European level.
The new system would be fully implemented by
2010, though some elements were to be in place at the
mid-point (in 2005). The signatory countries would
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Editor’s Note: This is a condensed version of an
article published in the September/October 2006
issue of IE.
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then meet every two years after that inaugural meeting in 1999 to assess progress and further articulate
the elements upon which the group had agreed.
Because the approach to full implementation varies
widely among the signatory countries, and the list of
sending countries among the applicant pools of U.S.
colleges and universities does not generally include Bologna signatory nations among the top ten, even now
(mid-year 2006), over half way to full implementation,
international admissions oﬃcers have not been inundated with the documentary fall-out from Bologna.
Indeed, the trickle has been low enough that higher
education institutions in the United States have been
able to spend some time attempting to research, assess,
consult, and discuss at length the challenges to U.S. college admission resulting from the Bologna process.
Fortunately, some of the features of the EHEA
changes do not create diﬃculties at all. The introduction of the Diploma Supplement is widely seen in the
United States as a welcome development. Given the
wide disparity of documents associated with European universities (from the German Seminarscheine
to the French Relevé de Notes) a uniform system of
rendering courses taken and grades received is of
inestimable value to U.S. international admissions
oﬃcers and credentials evaluators. The systematic
use by numerous countries of a single credit system,
the European Credit Transfer System also promises
greater ease of evaluation, award of transfer credit at
the undergraduate level, and calculation of grade point
averages that reﬂect the true weight of an individual
course. Now, the credentials analyst must transpose
the ECTS credits to U.S semester or quarter credits
but this exercise is much easier when the annual or
semester credit amount is a clearly understood ﬁgure.
As for accreditation, this aspect is so far in the very
early stages and the eﬀect has not yet been felt across
the Atlantic as has been the case with the Diploma
Supplement, ECTS credits, or the new degrees.
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Impact on U.S. Competitiveness
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the attractiveness of the European Higher Education Area
(EHEA) as a destination, as well as enhance
the employability of EHEA graduates. Given
that two-pronged goal, what does that mean
for U.S. higher education institutions’ ability
to recruit and attract students and, in turn,
their graduates’ ability to succeed in the labor market? Fear of this competition began
in the 1990s and was made all too real in the
wake of ﬁrst the East Asian Economic Crisis
and then September 11, 2001, made certain
destinations abroad appear more attractive
for ﬁnancial, cultural, and political reasons.
Now, the specter of more students from
India and China, in particular, choosing European or Australian systems due to their
three-year programs looms large. Even larger, of course, is the concern that China will
adopt a Bologna-like program, leading to
worldwide higher education mobility based
on that system. In the immediate term, this
has implications for changes in student ﬂows
among countries, but in the longer term it
also has implications for global workforce
development.

AbcRS\b4Z]ea
Student flows are sure to be impacted
as admissions criteria are changed or
not changed, and as Bologna-educated
exchange and degree-track applicants
look toward which programs best ﬁt their
needs. As reported by The Chronicle of
Higher Education, 82 percent of some 900
European universities had implemented
Bologna compliant degrees, and even
though current mobility amongst programs
lags behind expectations, it seems only a

matter of time before European students
begin crossing boarders to enhance their
education (“Bologna Conference Highlights
Progress and Limits of Europe’s New Degree
Cycles,” Volume 53, Issue 39, Page A36).
Currently, most of the incoming mobility
in European countries is from other European countries; most of the outgoing mobility
from Europe to non-European countries is
directed to the United States. With Bologna,
in the long run, there may well be increasing numbers of European students in U.S.
master’s degree programs but it is unlikely
that Europe will attract more U.S. students
at that level. At the same time, Bologna will
make European higher education more attractive world wide with an expectation that
there will be more students from other parts
of the worlds coming to Europe for undergraduate or graduate studies.
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Many U.S. institutions receive thousands of
graduate applications, and rightly have developed systems of admissions evaluation to
handle those applications. To better handle
and digest such a load of applications, many
institutions use a quantitative methodology
for admissions. But it is because of those
sophisticated systems, built over the years
while the country enjoyed its leadership position, that the United States is victim to the
“theory of the retarding lead.”
While Europe, India, and China can
develop new systems, such as Bologna
outcome-based indicators, U.S. education
cannot react quickly enough. When the
world starts to change, it is diﬃcult for the
leaders in a speciﬁc “technology” to adapt
and adopt new approaches while others
forge ahead quickly, unencumbered by exist-

ing approaches—hence the retarding lead.
To treat admissions more holistically, to
evaluate student applications less on numeric criteria and more on qualitative criteria, is
the new “technology,” but the practical reality of the job, of the scope and ﬂow, makes
it diﬃcult to ﬁnd new paradigms. “U.S. admissions oﬃcers are being challenged,” says
Patricia Parker, NAFSA Bologna Task Force
member and assistant director admissions,
Iowa State University Admissions, “to more
thoroughly understand their own degree
programs so that they may more clearly
discern the comparability of Bologna-compliant degrees.”

3[^Z]gOPWZWbg
If, as suggested, the Bologna format
becomes the standard throughout much
of the world, how will non-Bologna and
Bologna students fare when competing for
jobs? And, in turn, how does it reﬂect on
the non-Bologna and Bologna institutions
if and when their graduates find it more
diﬃcult to compete?
These questions have implications
especially for student exchanges at the undergraduate level. It is reasonable to assume
that, insofar as U.S. students are concerned,
Bologna should not aﬀect their ability to
study abroad to be better prepared for a globalized twenty-ﬁrst century workforce. The
more likely issue is how it may aﬀect undergraduate European students’ ability to study
in the United States. Regardless, the laws of
economics are likely to prevail: in times of
high employment rates, undergraduate students will continue to be lured into the labor
market rather than pursuing graduate-level
degrees, as they are more prone to do when
the employment rates are low.

Implications for the U.S. Curriculum
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Where there is some curriculum discussion on
the topic of joint/dual degrees and research at
the graduate level, and to a lesser extent at the
undergraduate level because of programs such
as Atlantis*, which can include joint/dual undergraduate degrees. Rather than curriculum
changes, discussions on campuses are generally focusing on how to make square pegs
(Bologna-compliant degrees) ﬁt into round
holes (U.S. degree structure) and be fair to
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While Bologna is not yet impacting U.S. curriculum on a wide scale, many U.S. colleges
and universities are discussing changes to
their curriculum as a result of globalization
and other internal factors. The discussions
about reforming curriculum have also been
ignited by U.S. Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings, who created the Commission on
the Future of Higher Education in September
2005. The commission has raised issues about
accountability in undergraduate education,
and has also recommended increased federal
investment in areas, such as education abroad,
critical to the nation’s global competitiveness,
and “a renewed commitment to attract the
best and brightest minds from across the nation and around the world to lead the next

wave of American innovation” (Spellings
Commission Final Report, 2006).
A limiting factor is that, in some ways, the
U.S. higher education sector is still content
after many years of being considered “the gold
standard.” And it is because of that position
that campuses need to be educated about
Bologna and its worldwide ramiﬁcations. If
there is an impact on curriculum, it may be
that once Bologna is more widely known and
understood, U.S. institutions will be able to
see what lessons can be learned from curriculum reform in Europe and how that may ﬁt
with similar eﬀorts in the United States.
“The international higher education
landscape is undergoing substantive transformation as a host of nations are striving to ﬁnd
new and creative ways of meeting the needs
and demands of today’s globalized knowledge economy,” observes Christopher Viers,
associate dean for international programs
and director of the Oﬃce of International
Services at Indiana University–Bloomington.
Viers, a member of the NAFSA Bologna Task
Force, sees that trend inevitably aﬀecting curriculum. “The Bologna Process represents
transformation of monumental proportion,
and may indeed play a key role in inﬂuencing
future directions not only in the United States
but around the globe in terms of the worldwide mobility of students and scholars. As
learning and scholarship becomes increasingly borderless, so too will the curriculum.”
*The European Union-United States Atlantis
Program is a grant competition conducted cooperatively by the U.S. Department of Education’s Fund
for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education
(FIPSE) and the European Commission’s Directorate General for Education and Culture (DG EAC).
The purpose of this competition is to promote a
student-centered, transatlantic dimension to higher
education and training in a wide range of academic
and professional disciplines.
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meanings—the actual content
of a degree, general education
requirements, and the content
of speciﬁc courses. Bologna is addressing
curriculum in Europe with the “outcomes”
emphasis, which imparts accountability on the curriculum to allow students
to achieve speciﬁc outcomes, or proof, of
what they have learned. And while there is
an increasing emphasis on outcomes in the
United States, it is a relatively new discussion among higher education institutions.
“There is a growing interest to learn more
about Bologna among international administrators, graduate deans, and admissions
oﬃcers; however, the primary concerns are
still technical issues related to degree structures, acceptance of three-year undergraduate
degrees for graduate admissions, and impact
on student exchanges. Curriculum discussions beyond what the Diploma Supplement
represents are infrequent and certainly few in
the United States are discussing how Bologna might impact U.S. curricula,” said Diana
Bartelli Carlin, is former dean of the graduate school and international programs at the
University of Kansas.

domestic students who, on the surface, have a
longer perceived commitment to the bachelor
degree track than their Bologna counterparts.
The one exception is the graduate school
where, at both the university level and in national discussions convened by the Council
of Graduate Schools (CGS), academic
leaders are thinking deeply about the relationship between the structure of graduate
programs and the competitiveness of the
graduate enterprise.
Debra Stewart, president of CGS notes,
“Our deans are increasingly concerned with
developing procedures and standards that
yield sustainable international joint degree
programs. Discussions range from how to
ensure program quality and evaluation to
strategies for stabilizing funding and sustaining the partnerships. I am conﬁdent that
interest in this aspect of graduate program
development is on the rise.”
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gSO`RSU`SSaa][SQc``S\ba]ZcbW]\ab]^`]QSaaW\U
bVS[eS`S(
QCaSO^^SOZ^`]QSaaSabVObeS`SOZ`SORgW\
^ZOQST]`U`ORcObSOR[WaaW]\BVWaQ]cZRW\QZcRS
^`]dWaW]\OZOR[WaaW]\]`RSO\¸a`SdWSe)
QCaSbVSSf^S`WS\QS]TSfWabW\U`SZObW]\aVW^a
acQVOaSfQVO\US^`]U`O[aAQV]]ZaQ]cZR
Q]\aWRS`b`OQYW\UbVS`SQ]`R]TY\]e\^`]U`O[a
bVObQc``S\bZgOQQS^bbV`SSgSO`RSU`SSaT]`bVS
SfQVO\US^`]U`O[O\RSfbS\RbVWaOQQS^bO\QSb]
bV`SSgSO`POQVSZ]`¸aRSU`SSaQ`SObSRbV`]cUVbVS
0]Z]U\O^`]QSaa)
Q/\OZghSbVSQc``WQcZc[]TbVS\Se^`]U`O[aO\R
[OYSORSbS`[W\ObW]\POaSR]\bVWa)

Q/QQS^bT]`OR[WaaW]\b]RS^O`b[S\babVObO`S
W\bVSaO[S¿SZRSUVWab]`gb]VWab]`g4`S\QVb]
4`S\QV^VgaWQab]^VgaWQaSbQ)
/QQS^bbV`SSgSO`POQVSZ]`RSU`SSaOaORS_cObS
^`S^O`ObW]\T]`a][S[OabS`¸aRSU`SSaPcb\]b
RW`SQbZgW\b]O\OQORS[WQ>V2^`]U`O[)
Q@S_cW`Sa][S^`S`S_cWaWbSa)O\R
Q6OdSSOQVRS^O`b[S\bRSQWRSW\RWdWRcOZZgOP]cb
eVSbVS`]`\]bb]OQQS^bbVSaV]`bS`RSU`SSa
83/<<7<3303::WaaS\W]`OaaWabO\bRW`SQb]`
W\bVS=T¿QS]T/R[WaaW]\aObbVSC\WdS`aWbg]T
1]Z]`OR]Ob0]cZRS`
@=03@B/E/B97<AWaOaaWabO\bRW`SQb]`W\bVS
5`ORcObSO\R7\bS`\ObW]\OZ/R[WaaW]\a1S\bS`]T
BVSC\WdS`aWbg]TBSfOaOb/cabW\
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<A=;3E/GASdOZcObW\U0]Z]U\OQ][^ZWO\bRSU`SS^`]U`O[aWa\]bVW\U\Seb]bV]aS]TcaW\
Q`SRS\bWOZSdOZcObW]\7b¸abVSaO[SX]PeS¸dSOZeOgaR]\S(eSZSO`\OZZeSQO\OP]cbbVSSRcQObW]\
OZagabS[]TOa^SQW¿QQ]c\b`geSc\RS`abO\RV]ebVSRSU`SS^`]U`O[¿baW\bVSQ]\bSfb]TbVOb
Q]c\b`g¸aagabS[O\ReSSdOZcObSeVSbVS`bVS^`]U`O[^`]dWRSaORS_cObS^`S^O`ObW]\T]`]c`
U`ORcObS^`]U`O[a
PSSRcQObSR]\Q`SRS\bWOZSdOZcObW]\[SbV]R]Z]Ug
W\]`RS`b]`SOQVdOZWRRSQWaW]\aT]`]c`W\abWbcbW]\a
C\T]`bc\ObSZgbVS`SWa\]]\Sµ0]Z]U\ORSU`SS¶
bVObeSQO\V]ZRc^b]]c`QO[^caQ]ZZSOUcSaO\R
aOgµBVWaB67AWaeVObeS\SSRb]OaaSaa¶7bXcab
R]Sa\¸bSfWab´O\RWbe]\¸bSfWabW\ SWbVS`3OQV
aWU\Ob]`gQ]c\b`gVOaWba]e\VWab]`WQOZSRcQObW]\OZ
ab`cQbc`S^SROU]UWQOZabO\RO`RaO\Ra]QWSbOZ
\SSRabVOb[cabPSQ]\aWRS`SReVWZS[OYW\UbVS
QVO\USa\SQSaaO`gb][SSbbVS0]Z]U\OOU`SS[S\b
BVS`ST]`SeS\SSRb][OYS]c`W\T]`[ObW]\OZ\SSRa
Y\]e\b]]c`]dS`aSOa^O`b\S`aa]bVObbVSgQO\
OaaWabcaW\USbbW\U_cOZWbgW\T]`[ObW]\bVObeWZZVSZ^
]c`W\abWbcbW]\a[OYSU]]RRSQWaW]\a
>/B@717/8>/@93@WaOaaWabO\bRW`SQb]`]T
OR[WaaW]\aOb7]eOAbObSC\WdS`aWbg
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=TQ]c`aSbVObX]PWaOPWb[]`SQVOZZS\UW\UW\
bVWaQOaSPSQOcaSbVS0]Z]U\O^`]QSaaWaabWZZdS`g
[cQVO[]dW\UbO`USb@SdO[^W\USRcQObW]\OZ
ab`cQbc`SaWaOVcUS^`]QSaa[cabW\d]ZdS[O\g
^ZOgS`aO\RbVSaWU\Ob]`gQ]c\b`WSaO`SW\dO`W]ca
abOUSa]TbVOb^`]QSaaBVS`ST]`SWb¸aW[^]`bO\bb]
c\RS`abO\RbVObeVObeSaSSb]ROg[Og\]bPS
eVObeS¸ZZaSSb][]``]e=c`PWUUSabQVOZZS\US
`WUVb\]eWab]µ`WRSbVSPcZZ¶OabVSgaOgO\RXcab
b`gb]abOg]\b]^]TWbOZZ
5`SObQVO\USV]eSdS`^`]dWRSaU`SOb]^^]`bc
\WbWSaBVSaQ]^S]TbVWa`Sab`cQbc`W\U^`SaS\ba
OR[WaaW]\a]T¿QS`aeWbVbVS]^^]`bc\Wbgb]Q]Z
ZOP]`ObSQZ]aSZgeWbV]c`W\abWbcbW]\OZTOQcZbgO\R
OR[W\Wab`Ob]`aOaeSPSUW\]c`OaaSaa[S\b]T
0]Z]U\OQ][^ZWO\bRSU`SSaES[cabW\d]ZdS]c`
TOQcZbgW\bVSOaaSaa[S\b]TbVSQc``WQcZOO\R]c`
OR[W\Wab`Ob]`aO\ROR[WaaW]\aQ][[WbbSSa\SSRb]
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43@]TOQORS[WQQ`SRWbT`][]\SagabS[]TVWUVS`SRcQObW]\b]O\]bVS`
WaOTc\RO[S\bOZ`Sa^]\aWPWZWbgO\RO\]\U]W\UQ]\QS`\]TOZZSRcQObW]\
OP`]OR^`]TSaaW]\OZa7bWabVSOaac`O\QSbVObQ`SRWbaSO`\SRSZaSeVS`SQO\
PSP`]cUVbPOQYb]bVSV][SW\abWbcbW]\eVS`SbVSgeWZZQ]c\bW\a][SSTTSQbWdSeOg
b]eO`RRSU`SSQ][^ZSbW]\`S_cW`S[S\babVObQ]\dW\QSaabcRS\bab]RSd]bSOgSO`]`O
aS[SabS`b]abcRgW\O\]dS`aSOac\WdS`aWbgO\RbVSW`^O`S\bab]^OgT]`Wb1]\¿RS\QS
bVOb[SO\W\UTcZ]dS`aSOaQ`SRWbaSfWabbVObbVSg¸`SSO`\SR`ObVS`bVO\PSW\UOeO`RSR
ZWYSZ]ZZg^]^aObbVSPO`PS`aV]^[S`SZgT]`^O`bWQW^ObW]\O\RbVObbVSZSO`\W\U]`bVS
STT]`bbVObVOaU]\SW\b]OQ_cW`W\UbVS[QO\PSR]Qc[S\bSRO\Rc\RS`ab]]RO\R`S
a^SQbSRPgV][SQ]c\b`gTOQcZbgVOaPSS\O\SZcaWdSQ][[]RWbgT]`US\S`ObW]\a´SdS`
aW\QSSRcQObW]\OP`]ORRSdSZ]^SRPSg]\RO\SfS`QWaSW\bS\RSR^`W[O`WZgT]`ZO\UcOUS
ZSO`\S`aeV]aSW\Q`SOaSRY\]eZSRUSeOaSOaWZgSdOZcObSRPOQY]\bVSV][SQO[^ca



3fO[W\ObW]\]TbVS0]Z]U\O>`]QSaa
W\T]`[acabVOb]bVS`Q]c\b`WSaOZa]
e`SabZSeWbVbVSaSaO[SQ]\QS`\a
BV`]cUV]cbbVS^OabRSQORS3c`]^SO\a
VOdSWRS\bW¿SRYSgWaacSa´OZ[]abOZZ
]TeVWQVO`SbVSdS`gaO[S]\SabVOb
e]``gcaagZZOPcaQ]\bS\bbW[SW\
QZOaaQZOaa`]][OQbWdWbWSaW\RS^S\RS\b
ZSO`\W\U]cbQ][SaOaaSaa[S\bO\R
VOdSacQQSaaTcZZg`Sa]ZdSR[O\g]TbVS[
BVSgPSZWSdSbVObbVWaZ]\UQ][^ZSfO\R
aZ]e[]dW\U^`]QSaaVOaPSS\e]`bVbVS
STT]`bPSQOcaS]TeVObWbWa^`]RcQW\U´O
VWUVZg[]PWZSc\RS`U`ORcObS^]^cZObW]\
bV`]cUV]cb3c`]^S´eSabS`\O\RSOabS`\
3\]`[]caQVO\USaVOdSPSUc\
/QORS[WQQOZS\RO`aO`SQVO\UW\U
bV`]cUV]cbbVS^O`bWQW^ObW\UQ]c\b`WSa
C\RS`bVS3c`]^SO\1`SRWbB`O\aTS`
AQVS[SR]Qc[S\ba`SQ]`RµQ`SRWba¶W\O
Q][[]\3c`]^SO\OQORS[WQQc``S\Qg
eVWQV[cQVZWYSbVS3c`]eWZZTOQWZWbObS
RSU`SSOeO`RW\U]\bVSPOaWa]TQ`SRWb
OQQc[cZObW]\W\OdO`WSbg]T^ZOQSacaW\U
OdO`WSbg]T[]RSaBVWaa]c\RadS`g
/[S`WQO\
0cbWbWa\¸b7b¸adS`g3c`]^SO\O\R
Wb¸adS`gRSZWPS`ObSZgRSdSZ]^W\UPST]`S
]c`SgSaBVS[]ab^]^cZO`RSabW\ObW]\
T]`CAabcRS\baU]W\UOP`]OR3\UZO\R
c\ZWYSAQ]bZO\RO\REOZSaVOa\]bgSb

QZW[PSRTcZZg]\P]O`RPcb^`Saac`Sb]
R]a]WabVS`SO\RbVS`S¸a[]dS[S\bW\
bVObRW`SQbW]\AWf]TbVSb]^bS\SRcQO
bW]\OP`]ORRSabW\ObW]\Q]c\b`WSaT]`CA
abcRS\baOQQ]`RW\Ub]=^S\2]]`a $
O`S3c`]^SO\EWbV/cab`OZWOO\R1VW\O
Z]]YW\UQZ]aSZgObbVS0]Z]U\O>`]QSaa
O\RbVW\YW\UOP]cbX]W\W\UWbbVS[aSZdSa
bVOb[OYSaSWUVb]TbVSbS\
EVSbVS`g]c`T]QcaWa]\
W\bS`\ObW]\OZabcRS\bSfQVO\USa]\
RW`SQbS\`]ZZ[S\b]Tg]c`W\abWbcbW]\¸a
abcRS\ba]`]\bVScaS]T]cbaWRS
^`]U`O[^`]dWRS`abVSaSRSdSZ]^[S\ba
O`S]TS\]`[]caW[^]`bO\QST]`SdS`g
CAabcRS\beV]S\`]ZZaW\O0]Z]U\O
>`]QSaaW\abWbcbW]\
3RcQObW]\OP`]OR^`]TSaaW]\OZaW\
<]`bV/[S`WQO\SSRb]Y\]eeVOb¸a
U]W\U]\G]cQO\¿\R]cbT`][bVS
W\bS`\ObW]\OZOR[WaaW]\aQ]ZZSOUcSa]\
g]c`QO[^caOaeSZZOaT`][a][S]TbVS
]`UO\WhObW]\a</4A///1@/=//73
373/BVS4]`c[O\R]bVS`aeVS`S
]\U]W\U[]\Wb]`W\UO\R^O`bWQW^ObW]\W\
b`O\aObZO\bWQRWOZ]UabOYS^ZOQSO\R`SZW
OPZSQc``S\bW\T]`[ObW]\WaOdOWZOPZS
2/D72:/@A3<WadWQS^`SaWRS\b]T
/`QORWOC\WdS`aWbg1S\bS`T]`3RcQObW]\
/P`]OR

Just for Campus Deans
and Administators
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O[]\UW\bS`\ObW]\OZSRcQOb]`aO\ROR[WaaW]\a]T¿QS`aT]`aSdS`OZ
gSO`aO\R[]`S`SQS\bZgO[]\UU`ORcObSRSO\a0]Z]U\OWa\]bO
Q][[]\b]^WQT]`[O\g]bVS`QO[^caZSORS`aeV]eWZZPSW\Q`SOa
W\UZgOTTSQbSRPgbVSQVOZZS\USaO\R]^^]`bc\WbWSa0]Z]U\O^`SaS\ba/[]\UbVS
abOYSV]ZRS`ab]eV][W\bS`\ObW]\OZSRcQOb]`a\SSRb]`SOQV]cbO`S`SaSO`QV]T¿QS
OR[W\Wab`Ob]`aOQORS[WQRSO\aO\RRW`SQb]`a]TU`ORcObSabcRWSa5`ORcObSRSO\a
O`SOeO`S]TbVSbV`SSgSO`RSU`SSO\ROR[WaaW]\aWaacSaPcb[O\gRSO\a[Og\]b
VOdS[]dSR^OabbV]aSb]^WQab]Q]\aWRS`bVS]^^]`bc\WbWSa0]Z]U\O^`SaS\baT]`
X]W\b`SaSO`QVO\RRcOZ]`X]W\bRSU`SSa)bVcabVSgaV]cZR\]bPS]dS`Z]]YSRW\QO[
^caRWaQcaaW]\a]\0]Z]U\O
\SSRb]bOYS]\QO[^caPST]`SO^^ZgW\U
T]`U`O\ba
/QORS[WQRSO\aO`SdS`gW[^]`bO\b
abOYSV]ZRS`aPSQOcaSbVSgQO\^`]dWRS
bVSZSORS`aVW^T]`TOQcZbgOR[WaaW]\a
]T¿QWOZaabcRgOP`]ORO\RW\bS`\ObW]\OZ
]T¿QSaW\QVO`US]TSfQVO\USab]RSdSZ]^
^]ZWQg`SUO`RW\U0]Z]U\ORSU`SSa
O\ROQQS^bO\QS]Tb`O\aTS`Q`SRWbaT]`
R][SabWQabcRS\baabcRgW\UW\3c`]^S
/ba][S^]W\bOeWRS`O\US]T
abOYSV]ZRS`a\SSRb]PSW\d]ZdSRW\
QO[^caeWRSRWaQcaaW]\ab]RSdSZ]^
e]`YOPZSO\RQ]\aWabS\b^]ZWQWSa
`SUO`RW\UOR[WaaW]\aX]W\bRSU`SSa
O\Rb`O\aTS`Q`SRWbaAW\QSW\bS`\ObW]\OZ
SRcQOb]`ab`O\aQS\Rc\RS`U`ORcObS
O\RU`ORcObSOaeSZZOaOQORS[WQc\Wb
ZW\SabVSgQO\^`]dWRSOdOZcOPZS`]ZSW\
Q]\dS\W\UOR[W\Wab`ObWdSabOYSV]ZRS`a
T]`W\T]`[ObW]\OZ[SSbW\UabVObZOgbVS
U`]c\Re]`YT]`^]ZWQg[OYW\U
27/</0/@B3::71/@:7<WaT]`[S`RSO\
]TbVSU`ORcObSaQV]]ZO\RW\bS`\ObW]\OZ
^`]U`O[aObbVSC\WdS`aWbg]T9O\aOa
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@SaSO`QVOR[W\Wab`Ob]`a\SSRb]PS
OeO`S]TbVSW[^ZWQObW]\a]T0]Z]U\O
eVS\TOQcZbgO^^ZgT]`U`O\baacQVOa
47>A3/bZO\bWa]`>7@3>O`b\S`aVW^a
T]`7\bS`\ObW]\OZ@SaSO`QVO\R
3RcQObW]\bVOb`S_cW`SX]W\b]`RcOZ
RSU`SSa]`Q]ZZOP]`ObWdS`SaSO`QVbVOb
Q]cZRW\QZcRSQ`SRWbb`O\aTS`a0ST]`S
O^^ZgW\UT]`acQVU`O\baTOQcZbg\SSR
b]VOdSQ]\dS`aObW]\aOP]cbSfQVO\US
OU`SS[S\baO\R^]ZWQWSaeWbVW\
OQORS[WQc\Wba`SUO`RW\UOQQS^bO\QS
]TbV`SSgSO`RSU`SSaA][SU`O\b
^`]U`O[aW\Q]`^]`ObSc\RS`U`ORcObS
X]W\bRSU`SSaBVSWaacSa`SZObSRb]
U`O\bW\UX]W\bRSU`SSabVOb`S_cW`SbV`SS
gSO`a]Te]`YT]`]\S^O`b\S`O\RT]c`
T]`bVS]bVS`S\bOWZORWTTS`S\bbg^S
]TQ]\dS`aObW]\bVO\U`ORcObSRSO\a
VOdSeVS\Q]\aWRS`W\UOQQS^bO\QS]TO
0]Z]U\ObV`SSgSO`RSU`SST]`U`ORcObS
abcRgE]`YW\U]cbbVSRSbOWZaOTbS`O
TOQcZbg[S[PS``SQSWdSaOU`O\bQO\
Q`SObSQ][^ZWQObW]\abVOb[Og^`SdS\b
RSZWdS`W\UeVObeOa^`][WaSReVS\bVS
U`O\bO^^ZWQObW]\eOa[ORS7\bS`\ObW]\OZ
SRcQOb]`aQO\^`]dWRSOU`SObaS`dWQS
b]Oc\WdS`aWbg¸a`SaSO`QVS\bS`^`WaSPg
OZS`bW\UbVS`SaSO`QV]T¿QSb]WaacSa
TOQcZbg\SSRb]Q]\aWRS`O\RabS^abVSg
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63@3/@3;/<G1=;;=</:7B73A/<227443@3<13A in the U.S.

and European higher education systems as they relate to international
cooperation in a global context. It is because of those commonalities
and diﬀerences that there will be many opportunities and challenges
for colleges and universities as Bologna alters academia. Bologna gives institutions
an opportunity to expand professional organizations across the Atlantic. No longer
is it just academia and researchers who may need to share ideas, but by bringing
the educational systems more closely in line with each other, the challenges of
accomplishments in the ﬁelds of student services, enrollment management, and
institutional research can expand through global partnerships.

Commonalities and Diﬀerences

O
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ne of most significant commonalities is
that both systems recognize education
as a global commodity, and both systems
need to attract increasing number of students, particularly in the ﬁelds of science and engineering. Not
only are higher education institutions oﬀering “products” that are consumed by students, they are, on the
other hand, consumers themselves competing for the
best and brightest of students from around the world.
Colleges and universities compete for these students
against other higher education institutions in their
own country, and now they must seek to retain them
from foreign institutions.
Historically, U.S. higher education institutions
have operated in a highly competitive environment
and believe that healthy competition at the institutional level, rather than through central, national
planning, leads to the best quality for institutions and
for students. Education, then, at its very basic nature
is shaped, in part, by the demands of consumers.
Another force, massiﬁcation, has also brought about
signiﬁcant changes and variation in U.S. higher education. “Whereas most other countries have reserved
higher education for only its most elite students, the
United States has, since the conclusion of World War
II, expanded its system of higher education to include
a larger proportion of its population,” notes Chris

Foley, director of admissions at Indiana UniversityPurdue University Indianapolis.
In contrast, higher education institutions in most
of Europe have not faced a competitive marketplace
for students until the late twentieth century. Centralization was more common in the majority of funding
for higher education, and privatization did not generally exist. However, along with Bologna, the EHEA
has expanded both the number of institutions as well
as the number of students enrolled in them. This has
led to greater competition among institutions, and
the need to recruit more students from abroad. “The
universities in Europe will have to adjust to an everincreasing global education market, with tremendous
changes lying ahead of them—a transformation from
mass universities into institutions with diverse education goals and strategies, competition for the best
in the sciences and technology, the need to operate
autonomous and ﬂexible, and the quest for quality
and attractiveness,” explains Rolf Hoﬀman, executive
director for the German-American Fulbright Commission. “The Bologna Process has been the main
driver for this change. Without it, Europe’s higher
education would not be able to position itself successfully in the years to come.”
This has introduced a new facet in the relationship between U.S. and European higher education
institutions: the need for both collaboration as well

as competition. While both systems are essentially
competing for the same students, there is also a widespread desire on the two sides to work cooperatively
and support mobility schemes and joint and double
degrees. Education and innovation are best achieved
in a collaborative environment.

5]dS`\O\QS

/QQSaaO\R;]PWZWbg
In the United States, access to higher education is
often seen as a right rather than a privilege for people;
provision for equal opportunity is pursued and social
mobility is encouraged. With 70 percent of the adult
U.S. population [according to the National Center for
Education Statistics], having some higher education
experience, access to and support for higher education
is seen as a public good. While tuition and fees are
levied at almost all institutions and can be quite steep
at some, a large number of undergraduates receive

;gbVa
On both sides of the Atlantic, some myths about the
system on the opposite shore have become prevalent.
For instance, there is a myth from the U.S. side that
there is just one undergraduate “Bologna degree” and
that it is a three-year degree. The truth is that there
are numerous degree structures, some of which are
three-year bachelor’s with two-year master’s, while
others are, but are not limited to, four-year bachelor’s
and one-year master’s. These vary by country and
sometimes within countries (Germany).
On the European side, the same can be said for U.S.
degrees. While there is a predominant type of degree
structure, not all U.S. bachelor’s degrees are fouryear degrees. The U.S. bachelor’s degree is designed
to be completed over a four-year period. However,
it is technically possible to do the degree in as little
as two and a half years, as many students are able to
accelerate the completion of their degree through the
use of AP exams in high school or by taking courses at
two-year higher education institutions either during
or after secondary school. Moreover, there is also
a view from Europe that all U.S. institutions pretty
much operate the same way. The truth is that U.S.
institutions may appear to operate in similar fashion
because transparency tools—common grading
system for most institutions and a comparable degree
system—fosters compatibility among institutions.
In fact, each U.S. institution has unique programs,
policies, and procedures.

7\^cb]`=cb^cb-
Another major diﬀerence in the two systems is that
the Bologna Process has led to the adoption of ECTS
compatible systems in nearly all participating countries, but the critical factor is achieving the outcomes
deﬁned by Bologna. ECTS is based on a diﬀerent
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The roles of U.S. and European governments reveal
distinct diﬀerences between the two systems. In the
United States, governance of higher education is in the
hands of each college or university, which allows for
autonomy. There is no federal or central government
overseeing or coordinating the system. Individual
institutions establish policy and management structures, although public institutions experience more
regulation at the state level. U.S. higher education
institutions act on their own and not under national
or state banners. However, professional schools’ accreditation processes provide a type of standard that
ensures program quality. While accreditation is not
mandatory, most universities participate. The Higher
Learning Commission’s regional accreditation process produces self-studies guided by broad standards
for quality assurance that allow for tremendous ﬂexibility among institutions.
In contrast, in Europe, the governments can
mandate changes and policies in higher education.
Bologna, however, has as part of its mission, the establishment of accreditation or quality control bodies
similar to those in the United States. For example,
Germany has already begun a complex means of accrediting its higher education institutions. This may
signiﬁcantly alter the nature of oversight of higher
education in Europe.

some assistance from the federal government, based
on family income. In addition, many students receive
need or merit-based awards from higher education
institutions on the basis of their preparedness and
performance. A developing commonality in the two
systems is that, with the advent of Bologna, they both
have tools and structures to promote transparency
and mobility via a comparable degree structure and
system of credit accumulation.
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concept than U.S. credit hours. In the
United States, lecture/class contact hours,
the inputs, are counted as the key item; the
degree is an accumulation of inputs, enumerated in the transcript. (At U.S. higher
education institutions, a full-time course
of study isgenerally 30 semester credits per
year, which amounts to 450–480 classroom
hours, and 900–960 hours of outside preparation, for a total of 1,350–1,440 student
work hours per year. Therefore, a semester
credit stands for 45–48 total work hours
per credit.) ECTS encompasses student effort outside the classroom as well.
According to the European Commission, “ECTS is based on the principle that
60 credits measure the workload of a fulltime student during one academic year.
The student workload of a full-time study
program in Europe amounts in most cases to around 1,500–1,800 hours per year
and in those cases one credit stands for
around 25 to 30 working hours” (See http://
ec.europa.eu/education/programmes/
socrates/ects/doc/ectskey_en.pdf ). At
this point, the broadly accepted “exchange
rate” for ECTS to credits is 2:1. “However,
that is the picture only at the undergraduate level,” according to Robert Watkins,
assistant director of admissions, graduate and international admissions
at the University of Texas-Austin and a
member of the NAFSA Bologna Task Force.
“A more intriguing comparison,” he says,
“takes place at the graduate level where suddenly the standard U.S. university load drops
from 15 per semester (30 per year) to 9 per
semester (18 for the year) and a standard
U.S. master’s degree, traditionally referred
to in the United States as a ‘two-year degree,’
turns out, in fact, to be a one-year degree (36
semester hours or so). The ECTS to U.S. ratio then becomes 4:1. So the real problem is
in deﬁning what constitutes a ‘year’ in credit
terms when even the U.S. model ﬂuctuates.
Therefore, a simple ECTS to semester-hour
ratio can be problematic given this lack of
deﬁnition of a year of study.”
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The U.S. system is deeply rooted in the liberal arts tradition, which is in contrast to the
specialist track of many European systems.
U.S. undergraduate students spend a portion of their ﬁrst year, and frequently their
second year, in general education coursework, consolidating their knowledge in
humanities and soft skills and advancing
their critical thinking skills. Though this is
not always true (programs in engineering,
business, and the performing and visual arts
may leave little room for non-major courses), it has been a historical foundation of
U.S. higher education. However, it should be
noted that the current trend in the United
States is to ﬁnd ways to strengthen the liberal arts component to better complement
the content of the major, so that students are
more focused on solid outputs (e.g., ability to
get good jobs, gain entrance to professional
graduate programs) than simply getting the
traditional “well rounded” education.
On the other hand, it is commonly
perceived that this is different from the
European system where undergraduate students are fully immersed in specialist studies
from day one of their undergraduate studies
and even more so at the master level. Most
European educational systems believe that
general education components should be
completed in secondary schools. While there
are some programs in the EHEA that are
incorporating liberal arts, or general education, into their curricula, Bologna programs
largely remain focused on specialization that
often prepares European students better for
graduate education in three years than U.S.
students are prepared in four.

Increasing Student Mobility

B

ologna reform of degree structures and subsequent increases in
transparency, readability, and rationalization of study programs is bound to
bring more mobility within the European
Union and between the European Union

and the United States. Roughly 2.5 million
individuals pursue higher education outside
of their home countries (UNESCO, Global
Education Digest 2006) with an anticipated
8 million projected to do so by 2025. So it
is not hard to understand why many members of the higher education community
believe Bologna will promote vertical international mobility—mobility of students
with an undergraduate degree obtained in
a given country enrolling in a master course
in a diﬀerent country—as well as horizontal
mobility—students moving from the same
level of education between countries—via
greater study abroad opportunities within a
degree program.
That belief is further fortiﬁed by the success of the Erasmus program, which, much
like Bologna, has incorporated tools of
transparency to facilitate mobility. Erasmus,
with its more than 1.5 million exchange students, has been undeniably the education
success story of the European Union in the
last 20 years with implications and beneﬁts
well beyond higher education. “Erasmus has
shifted cultures as nothing else,” notes John
Reilly, former director of the U.K. SocratesErasmus Council. The European Union has
set the target of 3 million mobile students by
2013 and that target is within reach.

:OQYW\UO0OaSZW\S
While that bodes well for the stated goal of
enhancing EHEA student mobility through
Bologna, unfortunately there is not enough
data to measure any impact Bologna has had
to date. This missing baseline component
could be remedied in the future if Europe
begins to collect comprehensive mobility
data comparable to the annual Open Doors
report published by the Institute for International Education (IIE). There is need for
collecting and disseminating statistics on
higher education mobility at all levels: intra-European Union, Europe to the rest of
the world, horizontal Erasmus-like mobility,
and vertical/degree mobility. The education
ministers in Europe recommended in May
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2007 that the European Commission begin
devising a way to track and measure such
data within Europe.
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That concern is helping fuel a growing interest in joint/dual degrees providing for
structured mobility within highly integrated joint study programs delivered by two or
more higher education institutions in diﬀerent countries. The market for transatlantic
joint/dual degrees at the bachelor’s level is
enormous. “Bologna should be viewed as
an opportunity for cooperation rather than
competition,” notes Diana Bartelli Carlin,
former dean of the graduate school and
international programs at the University of
Kansas and chair of the NAFSA Bologna
Task Force. “Atlantis/FIPSE is a good example of how both sides can beneﬁt. The
same is true with J-1 scholars to work in U.S.
research labs or research programs for U.S.
undergraduates in Europe.”
The Atlantis Program, which is jointly administered and funded by the U.S.
Department of Education’s Fund for the
Improvement of Postsecondary Education
(FIPSE) and the European Commission’s
Directorate General for Education and
Culture, facilitates the development of
transatlantic dual degrees and encourages
U.S. students to go to Europe for one year
of study. Speciﬁcally, Atlantis supports projects that create organizational frameworks
for transatlantic student mobility, including work placements and internships that
provide language preparation and full academic credit. While in most cases, courses
attended in Europe by U.S. students are conducted in English, a language component is
often built into the education program for
U.S. students, which gives U.S. students the
opportunity to learn a European language
and earn credits.

There is the tendency in the United States to
favor short-term mobility opportunities (e.g.,
summer school or short two- to four-week
experiences). From a European perspective,
that is the result of insuﬃcient recognition
of study abroad periods, as the short time
period doesn’t fully allow the students to
reap the beneﬁts of study abroad: international skills, adaptability, understanding,
cross-cultural awareness, self-conﬁdence,
and language skills. Hence there is a need to
promote longer education abroad, ideally of
at least one academic semester.
Another obstacle to study abroad for
U.S. students is parents who might be
afraid to send their children to European
countries other than the traditional locations, such as the United Kingdom, Italy,
France, and Spain. In addition, some parents do not like the idea of sending their
students overseas for periods for which
they must pay considerable fees to the U.S.
higher education institutions in addition to
normal tuition. (However, such a payment
structure is not universal among U.S. institutions; many private ones actually charge
less when a student is studying abroad.)
This is further linked to a perceived risk that
the study period abroad may not be fully
recognized, with the consequence that the
students upon their return to the United
States would need to take extra courses and
pay extra fees to obtain their U.S. degree.

0S\S¿baT]`/ZZ
On both sides of the Atlantic, the Bologna process is changing higher education.
While there are some challenges that both
Europe and the United States will encounter due to Bologna forcing institutions to
make accommodations, overall, it is a force
for positive change. Indeed, the global century has arrived. Educators no longer work
within their country’s borders to educate
the future—now, working across borders,
oceans, and cultures is fast becoming the
gold standard.
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Recent statistics indicate that 27,000 degreemobile U.S. students are studying in the
European Union. To facilitate cross-border
exchange and student mobility, integration, transparency, and greater regional
cooperation are seen as key, all of which are
facilitated by the Bologna Process.
However, there is some concern that
Bologna may negatively affect horizontal
mobility. Before Bologna, the average student
spent between ﬁve and seven years getting a
university degree. In addition, students were
often fully funded by the government for all
years of higher education. Students had plenty of time to participate in education abroad
even without full recognition of the work.
In the Bologna system, many degree-track
students have to attend a packed three-year
bachelor’s degree immediately followed, in
most cases, by an equally packed two-year
master’s, and as fees are instituted for many
programs, there is a ﬁnancial incentive to
complete programs in a timely manner.
It is that tightening of the degree schedule that may make it more difficult for
students to go for a semester abroad. This
is being addressed by some higher education institutions by mindfully planning and
integrating education abroad so that students receive full recognition of work and
mobility does not delay time to graduation.
Interestingly enough, the “lack of space”
in a degree structure is a concern for U.S.
colleges and universities in trying to send
students abroad.
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to the postsecondary sector. But when will the process be done? There
is a stated goal to complete implementation by 2010. The deﬁnition of
“implementation” in the context of Bologna is that, in 2010, there will
be no new students admitted to the old (pre-Bologna) programs. It does not mean that
all programs will be Bologna-compliant in 2010. There will be, for many years after, students that are still fulﬁlling the requirements of pre-Bologna programs. Implementation
will occur in diﬀerent countries at diﬀerent rates. It may, in fact, be a generation before
all the currently agreed upon Bologna reforms are fully in place. While total compliance
will take time, Bologna participants note that the curve of adoption is rising sharply,
even exponentially, and a critical mass could soon be reached.

Europe’s Focus

A

t the latest biannual meeting of
the Bologna countries’ education
ministers, there was much discussion about what has transpired and what
still needs to be done as the goal of implementation nears. The ministers established
several priorities for the next two years as
well as stressed the importance of the ongoing priorities of the three-cycle degree
system, quality assurance, and recognition
of degrees and study periods. When the
ministers reconvene in 2009, stocktaking
reports will shed more light on the progress of mobility, employability of graduates,
the Bologna Process in a global context,
and the social dimension—all of which will
require improvements in data collection so
that progress can actually be measured. The
ministers, therefore, have requested that the
European Commission “develop comparable
and reliable indicators and data to measure
progress towards the overall objective for
the social dimension and student and staﬀ
mobility in all Bologna countries. Data in
this ﬁeld should cover participative equity
in higher education as well as employability
for graduates.”

The two main goals of the EHEA—increasing mobility and the employability
of graduates—cannot be realized until the
EHEA is fully established. Naturally, it will
likely be many years after implementation
that enough data is gathered and evaluated
to know to what degree mobility and employability have been improved.
The ministers noted during their London
meeting that progress on increasing mobility has been made since 1999, but “many
challenges remain.” With that in mind, Bologna countries will be taking further action
on promoting the mobility of students and
staﬀ, including measures for future evaluation. Speciﬁcally, they will address issues
relating to immigration, recognition, insufﬁcient ﬁnancial incentives, and inﬂexible

What Can
U.S. Campuses Expect?

A

t the most basic and highest levels,
U.S. institutions will need to develop strategies for dealing with the
outcomes-based degree structure of Bologna. Due to the autonomous nature of U.S.
higher education, there will be no “one-sizeﬁts-all” policy from the government or any
of the higher education associations, nor
will there be individual policies issued by
those entities. It will come down to each in-

stitution creating its own policy. And those
policies and decisions should be based on
what is in the best interest of each institution, based on individual mission statements
and goals. Variety, it seems, will still be commonplace, and it is likely that there will be
as many shades of “bachelor’s” degrees in
Europe as there are in the United States.
“Bologna is about complexity not conformity,” explains Diana Bartelli Carlin,
former dean of the graduate school and
international programs at the University
of Kansas. “European higher education is
not monolithic among and within signatory countries. The same is true of the U.S.
system as a result of decentralized universities. Thus, it is impossible to establish a set
of guidelines or policies to propose that all
U.S. universities should use.”
For some higher education institutions,
making policy changes may be in the best interest of continuing transatlantic exchanges
and joint/dual-degree programs. For others,
such change may come down to helping the
institution maintain eﬀorts to internationalize
the campus, or to best position a university
for “competing” for the best and the brightest
minds. As a component of this reengineering
process, colleges and universities will likely
ﬁnd it useful to examine more closely what
are their true criteria for admissions, and what
do their degrees really require for entry.
At the NAFSA-EAIE symposium on
Bologna in Amsterdam in March 2007, this
topic was examined, and what follows are
the key areas that participants felt were critical for charting the next 18 months.
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For campus policymakers, the competitive
aspect of Europe in a “Bologna-mode” may
get the most attention, but the more important step is to realize which opportunities
will most beneﬁt the institution. Joint/dual
degrees are expected to be where the best
opportunities will arise. Those partnerships
are easier than in the past due to the tools
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pension arrangements. While it is the domain of the governments to facilitate the
delivery of visas and residence and work
permits, the ministers will undertake to
work within their governments for progress in that area. Implementing fully the
recognition tools and procedures is also on
the agenda, as are devising further incentives for mobility for both staﬀ and students,
such as encouraging a signiﬁcant increase
in the number of joint programs and the
creation of flexible curricula. The ministers also agreed to establish a network of
national experts to share information, and
help to identify and overcome obstacles to
the portability of grants and loans.
The Bologna ministers will also be seeking
more detail on how to improve employability in relation to each of these three degree
cycles, as well as in the context of lifelong
learning. This will involve the responsibilities
of all stakeholders, said the ministers:
“Governments and higher education institutions will need to communicate more
with employers and other stakeholders on
the rationale for their reforms. We will work,
as appropriate, within our governments to
ensure that employment and career structures within the public service are fully
compatible with the new degree system. We
urge institutions to further develop partnerships and cooperation with employers in
the ongoing process of curriculum innovation based on learning outcomes” (London
Communiqué).
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of transparency and should be stimulated
by Bologna as better information facilitates
the creation of joint degrees. Further, campuses should showcase their success stories
of joint/dual degree programs and other
partnerships, which in turn, will provide
guidance for how to pursue new partnerships
and possibly stimulate additional ones.
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There will be more emphasis on evaluating
Bologna-compliant programs, and establishing a system or procedure for handling such
evaluations should be done earlier rather than
later. While there are uncharted waters ahead,
higher education institutions can provide
context for their evaluations by reviewing and
consulting their own mission statements, as
well as that of the partner institutions when
evaluating programs. U.S. colleges and universities should also look to their comparable
European partner institutions to assist them
in the evaluation of other European institutions as well, as the intra-Europe information
base is being built, albeit slowly. When working with partner higher education institutions,
the receiving institution should obtain curriculum outlines (programs of study) with ECTS
credits from the partner institutions and have
faculty review them.

&
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Higher education institutions must be
creative and seek to understand the new
paradigms and aﬃliations. As a component
of that, policymakers should not look at a
transcript in only terms of years but rather
at the student’s overall preparation, including
secondary education. (European education
often introduces the general education in the
ﬁnal years of secondary education.)
“This is something that maybe we should
have been doing all along,” says Ted McKown, director of Kent State’s international
recruitment and admissions. “When European students reach the postsecondary level,
they generally do have a better educational
foundation than their U.S. counterparts.
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Yes, that’s a generalization; there are always
exceptions. However, it is also true that the
U.S. secondary system is providing varying
levels of educational quality. Perhaps the
Bologna Process standardizes European
tertiary education to the point that we in
the United States now have to re-think what
is most important from student’s viewpoint
not what we think is best for the student.”

AbOgW\UC^b]2ObS
Keeping colleges and universities up to date
on the Bologna process and what trends
are emerging will also be critical. Graduate
administrators and graduate faculty on the
admissions committees need to be trained.
Bologna workshops and seminars oﬀered
by professional associations are a source for
this training.) Once a policy is formulated
and implemented, postsecondary institutions must also re-examine the policy on a
regular schedule—similar to what is done for
mission statements—to make sure the policy
is eﬀective and relevant. As a part of that,
suﬃcient data and information from primary sources must be tracked or otherwise
obtained so that the institution can measure
the policy’s eﬀectiveness.
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When 2010 comes, it will mark the ﬁnal step
in the Bologna Process as the new era of the
EHEA is ushered in. But the collaboration
of the European education ministers will

continue as the EHEA grapples with new
challenges as a result of globalization. “We
will take 2010 as an opportunity to reformulate the vision that motivated us in setting
the Bologna Process in motion in 1999 and
to make the case for an EHEA underpinned
by values and visions that go beyond issues of
structures and tools,” so swore the ministers
following the London meeting. “We undertake to make 2010 an opportunity to reset
our higher education systems on a course
that looks beyond the immediate issues and
makes them ﬁt to take up the challenges that
will determine our future.”
Normally, education initiatives are
launched and finished within one city,
state, region, or nation. Not this time. The
Bologna Process oﬀers an unprecedented
opportunity: it has created a way for educators in Europe and in other countries to
think strategically about working together in
one mission: to prepare future generations
to better interact with world. How often
do institutions have the chance to really
evaluate if they are admitting prospective
students equitably, preparing graduates for
the future and if they are, on the whole, accomplishing their missions?
The status quo tends to sneak up on even
the most renowned institutions. Bologna
provides educators a chance to look closely
into their own institutions to reposition
them for the ﬁrst time within a global context and consider the future that graduates
will face on a global scale. For international
educators, this unique gift should not be
wasted—both thought and action are required. Staying up-to-date on changes and
adjusting campus procedures is crucial
to achieving the promise of Bologna. The
year 2010, although it is the ﬁnal step in the
Bologna process, is surely the beginning
an ongoing wave improvements in higher
education in the future as more and more
students across the world will cross borders
in pursuit of higher education, which will in
turn, open even wider doors to greater intercultural collaboration and understanding.
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